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Risk of Failing to Understand ERM Risks 

By Harvey L. Pitt, Compliance Week Columnist — February 23, 2010 

In the 1996 movie “Mother,” Albert Brooks plays John Henderson, a writer of 
questionable talent, who’s just been through his second divorce, due to his fundamental 
inability to relate to women. To probe his back-to-back marital failures, Brooks moves in 
with his mother, Beatrice, played by Debbie Reynolds, to examine his most important 
female relationship, and the source (he believes) of his problems. John and Beatrice’s 
relationship is unlike any mother-son relationship with which most of us are familiar, 
perhaps epitomized by Beatrice’s unthinking reference to John, when introducing him to 
friends, as her “other” son. At one point, Beatrice reassuringly offers John a rote 
platitude, saying, “I love you.” Not missing a beat, John caustically replies, “I know you 
think you do, Mother!”  

Motivated corporations and determined governments often “think” they’ve got potential 
problems covered, but don’t. Sadly, they discover the chasm between thought and 
actuality as disaster strikes, when everyone can see the inadequacies in their systems and 
controls. The U.S. government’s failure to head off the Christmas Day bomber—Nigerian 
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab—provides a cautionary tale worth careful study by those 
intent on improving their corporate risk-management systems. Proving the most 
frustrating mistakes often result from having information but failing to focus on it, the 
U.S. wasted ample relevant information due to a lack of responsibility and an absence of 
urgency.  

In early 2009, the National Security Agency intercepted Al Qaeda communications about 
a possible terrorist plot involving a then-nameless Nigerian who would enter Yemen 
shortly thereafter. A few months later, the nameless Nigerian became known. 
Abdulmutallab’s father notified Nigerian security and intelligence officials of his son’s 
ties to radical elements in Yemen. The Nigerian government compiled biographical 
information about Abdulmutallab and sent a cable to CIA headquarters. Alas, the cable 
didn’t attract much attention and wasn’t shared with other intelligence agencies.  

Abdulmutallab’s father didn’t stop with Nigerian Security; he went to the American 
Embassy in Nigeria, and repeated his concerns directly to U.S. officials. The American 
Embassy sent a cable to the National Counter Terrorism Center (“NCTC”), the other 
government agency (besides the CIA) primarily responsible for collecting, analyzing, and 
disseminating terrorist threat information. The warnings and data didn’t prevent 
Abdulmutallab from boarding a Northwest flight from Amsterdam to Detroit with an 
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incendiary device strapped to his body. Shortly before landing, his efforts to ignite caused 
a fire, attracted attention, and caused him to be subdued by a passenger and crewmember.  

So many failures accounted combined to produce that incident it’s hard to collect them 
all. First, Abdulmutallab wasn’t on the “No Fly” list, allowing him to board his flight. 
Second, information about his leanings and tendencies was received by a number of U.S. 
officials but went unprocessed, undigested, and unused. Third, with incendiary materials 
strapped to his body and in his shoes, he made it through security with nary a bump in the 
process, confounding and angering those frequent fliers with spotless records and 
previous security clearances who are treated more like confirmed Al Qaeda terrorists!  

In a deft maneuver, the government quickly issued a “preliminary” report, attributing the 
Christmas Day fiasco to “human failure,” rather than to a failure of process and a failure 
to implement the few appropriate processes that could have prevented the fiasco. Human 
failure is always a possible contributor to troublesome events, but it’s rarely the sole, or 
even the principal, cause of any significant failure. Moreover, the point of risk-
management procedures is to provide a counterbalance to human failures.  

The ERM Framework  

Dealing with catastrophic occurrences has begotten a renewed focus on enterprise risk 
management. ERM requires commitment, risk identification, sufficient resources to 
provide procedures and controls, adequate communications, and clearly assigned 
responsibility. All entities face uncertainty and risk; the challenge for management is to 
determine how much uncertainty to accept as it strives to improve stakeholder value. No 
entity can prevent every risk to its equity values or its reputation. Similarly the 
intelligence and counterterrorism communities must balance different kinds of 
stakeholder values—the existence of a free and open society, and limits on the 
government’s financial resources—with the unquestioned need to protect American 
citizens and interests from attacks both within and outside the United States.  

Commitment. Under the ERM framework, “tone at the top” is critical to creating an 
enterprise-wide consensus about identification, assessment, and responses to risk. The 
Obama Administration had presented itself as having a strong commitment to dealing 
with the threat posed by terrorism to American citizens and interests; it just couldn’t 
perform as deftly as its words promised.  

Risk Identification. ERM is a process designed first to identify both the enterprise’s 
strategic objectives and goals, and then the potential internal and external events that can 
adversely affect the enterprise’s ability to achieve those objectives and goals. The 
likelihood and impact of identified risks are assessed and the enterprise’s “risk 
response”—avoiding, accepting, reducing, or sharing risk—is determined. In the case of 
the Christmas Day bombing, the risk had not only been identified, but pinpointed: the risk 
of a terrorist smuggling and igniting an incendiary device on a commercial jetliner. The 
likelihood and impact of such a risk had already been demonstrated by the example of the 
Shoe Bomber, Richard Reid, who in late 2001—just after the 9/11 attacks—nearly set off 
an explosive device hidden in his shoes during a commercial trans-Atlantic flight, as well 
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as the more recent plot to smuggle and detonate liquid explosives on a commercial jet 
flying from London to New York.  

Control Activities and Resources. ERM principles promote creating a set of policies 
and procedures to ensure that chosen responses to identified risks are effectively carried 
out. In the Christmas Day bombing, the government had implemented procedures to 
control against the risk, including bomb-scanning technologies, CIA hotlines, and 
intelligence dissemination, visa checks, the no-fly list, interception of electronic 
communications by the National Security Administration, and the breaking down of legal 
barriers to information-sharing between various government agencies. These procedures 
didn’t avert the threat posed by Abdulmutallab. There was no system in place to ensure 
that data that was available would be utilized to prevent the once-nameless Nigerian from 
boarding a plane or passing through security. In the end, there was no control process or 
resource in place to prevent the disaster that occurred.  

Communication. Under ERM principles, relevant information is identified, captured, 
and communicated in a form and timeframe that enable people to fulfill their 
responsibilities. Effective communication flows up, down, and across the entity. As 
noted, in this case there was a complete absence of effective communication.  

Responsibility. A major government failure in the Abdulmutallab situation was the lack 
of clearly assigned responsibility to prevent potential risks from being realized. Many 
different agencies within the federal government have some responsibility for 
counterterrorism. This complicated the government’s ability to take effective action to 
thwart a perceived threat. Any organization can successfully identify the risks it faces and 
properly categorize them, but if no one has responsibility for ensuring that the risks don’t 
materialize, bad things will repeatedly occur, and even good systems won’t prevent 
disasters.  

Lessons to Be Learned in the Corporate Context  

The government’s failures in the Abdulmutallab case provide some useful benchmarks 
for corporations to consider in reassessing their own risk-management proficiency and 
preparedness.  

It’s not an entry-level job. When a crisis hits, it invariably flags the importance of issues 
that should have, but weren’t, foreseen. Every corporation must worry about the issues 
that can cause problems for their most important operations. This requires a serious 
understanding of all the significant aspects of the businesses in which the company is 
engaged, and starts with the members of the Board. Risk management requires the Board 
to be in a leadership role, not a role that has it tagging along for the ride.  

Bottoms up! Despite the popular misperception that risk management is a drain on 
corporate profits, the fact is that effective risk-management controls contribute positively 
to the bottom line. Indeed, effective risk management is the only way to lock in corporate 
profitability and prevent the dissipation of assets due to misfeasance, malfeasance, and 
nonfeasance.  
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People who live in glass houses. These are not ordinary times. The excesses of the 1990s 
that led to Sarbanes-Oxley’s adoption, combined with the excesses that have created one 
of the worst economic meltdowns in history, ensure that more attention will be focused 
on corporate risk-management processes. Indeed, Sen. Chuck Schumer has proposed 
legislation that would mandate companies to create and utilize board-level risk-
management committees. In this environment, directors must ensure that the companies 
on whose boards they sit are paying careful attention to risk management.  

Who’s in charge? Risk management can only be successful if one person is charged with 
spending his or her entire focus on the issue, and bears responsibility for failure and 
rewards for success. As the government found out with the CIA and the NCTC, a lack of 
clearly assigned responsibility allows important details to slip through the cracks. Too 
many chefs—at least if they’re of co-equal status—really will spoil the broth.  

It takes a village. Effective risk management requires companies to pony up necessary 
resources to ensure that they can adequately assess and control their risks. One cannot 
pay lip service to risk management; it has to be part of a corporation’s DNA.  

I have seen the future … There’s an amazing ability on the part of companies that pay 
attention to accurately predict future crises before they occur. But, this carries with it a 
concomitant obligation on public companies to look for problems before problems find 
them. In the current environment, the failure to do so is often catastrophic.  

Rare events aren’t all that rare. Lightening does strike twice, and the unimaginable occurs 
more frequently than most of us believe. It’s important to expect the unexpected—while 
that may seem as if it’s an oxymoron, it’s actual a good prescription for avoiding 
cautionary tales. The failure to do so will produce a very common occurrence—the 
departure of those on whose watch the so-called “rare” event occurred!  

Everyone must be “invested.” Risks pervade everything a company does. At many 
companies, employees often think they can keep their heads down, focus on their 
immediate tasks, and let others worry about risk management. It is incumbent on senior 
management to inculcate a culture of complete “investment” on the part of all 
employees—that is, every employee must recognize that he or she, on a daily basis, deals 
with some aspect of company risk. As risks are evidenced, change, or disappear, all 
employees need to be involved in reporting them up and down the communication chain. 
Risk management should be everyone’s best friend.  

Size matters. The CIA’s simple failure to notify other agencies or to take any action may 
appear to have been a small glitch. There are probably hundreds of similar circumstances 
that never caused problems. Nonetheless, this small error, having been left unchecked, 
produced a near-catastrophe.  

There’s a reason it’s hard to pat yourself on the back. It’s a fact of life that sometimes 
things go well, other times they don’t. When things go well, that doesn’t necessarily 
mean it’s a result of the thing you’ve done. Good fortune plays a larger role in corporate 
successes than many executives recognize. That’s why, as Bill Gates opined, “success is 
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often the worst of teachers.” Complacency over success is a prescription for disaster. 
Only the paranoid achieve continuous success.  

No company is an island. In the days and months prior to the Christmas Day bombing, 
some intelligence agencies focused on the development of radical and possibly terrorist 
groups in Yemen, and the threat they posed to American interests there. Others focused 
on whether the information about Abdulmutallab, by himself, warranted putting him on a 
no-fly list or revoking his visa without communicating or connecting the available 
information about him—including the fact that he was known to be in Yemen for an 
extended time—to intelligence on the larger Yemen threat. Similarly, some corporations, 
prior to the financial crisis, focused largely on risks peculiar to themselves, rather than 
monitoring and evaluating their exposure to systemic risks as well. That must be a part of 
every enterprise’s risk-management framework.  

Effective risk management requires a lot of time and attention. The rewards are 
commensurately large: survival and prosperity. Boards and managements need to turn 
their attention to ensuring that no major risks are like Abdulmutallab, hiding in plain 
sight.  
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